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Abstract 

This article reports on the eye-tracking data collected from 18 professional interpreters while 

they performed consecutive interpreting with notes. It is a pioneering study in its visualisation 

of the way in which note-reading occurs. Preliminary evidence suggests that note-reading 

proceeds in a nonlinear manner. The data collected in this study also report on indicators of 

cognitive processing in consecutive interpreting, particularly during note-reading, which 

appears to be a cognitively demanding process. It differs from reading for comprehension in 

various ways, while staying closer to reading in sight translation. In addition, the data show 

that the note-taking choices made during Phase I of consecutive interpreting, in which 

interpreters listen to the source speech and write notes, affect the level of cognitive load in 

Phase II, in which interpreters read back their notes and produce a target speech. 
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1. Introduction 

 



Translation and interpreting process research (TPR) has made significant progress in the past 

two decades and gained a great deal of momentum. However, in the field of interpreting, 

simultaneous interpreting (SI) has been the focus in TPR, whereas relatively little attention 

has been devoted to consecutive interpreting (CI). This may be due to the fact that CI has 

largely been replaced by SI in some markets (such as Western Europe) and contexts (such as 

multilateral and multilingual conferences). It does, however, remain an important interpreting 

mode in other markets (such as Asia) and the preferred mode in various contexts such as 

diplomatic and business negotiations (Andres 2015; Dam 2010). CI is also an important part 

of the curriculum in interpreter training (Setton & Dawrant 2016: 82–83). Therefore, we find 

it somewhat surprising that CI has been left behind in the vigorous development of TPR. 

CI is an interesting activity from both a cognitive and a linguistic point of view. Similarly 

to SI, it requires a high level of bilingual language processing and challenges the interpreter’s 

cognitive system by requiring multi-tasking under rigorous time constraints. But CI1 also 

introduces a new challenge: note-taking. In Phase I of CI, interpreters listen to and analyse the 

source speech, keep parts of the speech in memory, and write down notes. In Phase II, 

interpreters read back their notes, retrieve information from memory, and produce a target 

speech. 

Phase I of CI has received abundant attention from researchers, with most of the efforts 

devoted to note-taking and in particular its product, the notes themselves (see Chen 2016 for a 

review). Phase II of CI, however, has been under-researched relative to its importance to 

professional practice and its potential for providing insights into bilingual language 

processing. Researchers either stop at analysing the products of note-taking or shift their 

attention from written notes directly to interpreting performance, ignoring the processes 

involved in note-taking and note-reading. This gap may very well be due to the fact that 

process-oriented research on CI has been impeded by inadequate methods.  

Digital pen recording is arguably a valuable research method for Phase I, but it has not 

been applied in interpreting studies until relatively recently (Chen 2017b, 2020; Orlando 

2010). Before that, researchers relied on less accurate and more cumbersome methods such as 

 
1 In the remaining parts of the article, CI refers to consecutive interpreting in which systematic note-

taking is used. 



video recording (which involved manually checking the timing of note-taking) and, even then, 

very little about those methods can be found in the literature (see, however, Andres 2002).  

As to Phase II of CI, a research method with substantial potential for investigating the 

cognitive processes is eye tracking (Chen 2017a), a method that has long been applied in 

fields such as reading, scene perception and cognitive sciences, but which became popular in 

translation studies only during roughly the past decade (Hvelplund 2017). 

This study aims to make a methodological contribution to interpreting research, especially 

process-oriented research, by using eye tracking to study the process of CI. It focuses on 

Phase II of CI, in which interpreters read back their notes and produce a translated speech. 

Through an analysis of the eye-movement data, the study is among the first to visualise the 

way in which note-reading proceeds in CI and to provide some insight into interpreters’ black 

box during this complex cognitive and linguistic process. 

 

2. Note-taking and note-reading in CI 

 

Substantial efforts have been devoted to note-taking in Phase I of CI. Some basic principles 

that are attributable to interpreters’ note-taking choices and strategies can be identified from 

the literature: economy, instantaneous seizability and individuality (Albl-Mikasa 2017: 72). 

The principle of economy is oriented towards note-taking, requiring notes to be minimal and 

brief to save processing effort in Phase I. The principle of instantaneous seizability is oriented 

towards note-reading, requiring notes to be easy to read at a glance and immediately to relieve 

the strain on memory during Phase II. Individuality is also oriented towards note-taking, 

emphasising that note-taking is not governed by fixed rules and that any strategies could be 

adopted by the individual interpreter as required. 

 Note-reading in Phase II of CI has received little attention, however. The input in this 

phase is the notation text, a special type that differs from normal text in a number of important 

ways. First, the notation text presents an extreme case of intertexuality and is solipsistic in 

nature (Albl-Mikasa 2017). It is produced and received by the same person and intended for 

immediate use only. It serves not only as an external storage, but also as retrieval cues for 

recalling memorised semantic structures (Pöchhacker 2016: 114). Second, it is highly 



fragmentary and elliptical, consisting not only of language, but also of pictographic and iconic 

signs – the symbols. Third, it is nonlinear in structure: the linear source text (ST) is broken up 

into units of meaning that are separately and clearly presented in a diagonal layout (Gillies 

2005: 44; Jones 2002: 44). These textual features of the notes could have important bearings 

on the note-reading process. However, very little is known about how these features and the 

varied note-taking choices made in Phase I affect the cognitive processing in Phase II. 

What makes note-reading even more intriguing is that it is a unique reading process. 

Interpreters do not read their notes in the usual sense of the word, which usually refers to 

reading for comprehension. What sets note-reading apart from general reading is that 

interpreters are simultaneously performing the cognitive processes of memory retrieval and 

speech production. The prescriptive literature suggests that interpreters should read ahead and 

prepare the next section of the target speech while producing an interpretation for a former 

section (Gillies 2005: 73), but there has been little empirical evidence to date of this particular 

reading behaviour.  

Eye tracking is a useful tool for studying note-reading in CI: it allows us to visualise the 

way in which note-reading progresses. By recording the eye movements of interpreters while 

they are reading notes and producing a target speech, Phase II of CI can be approached in 

unprecedented ways. 

 

3. Eye tracking and language processing 

 

In the late 19th century, Javal first observed that eye movements in reading consist of a series 

of rapid movements (saccades) and intermittent short stops (fixations) (Huey 1908). It has 

since been well established that visual information intake occurs only during fixations, not 

saccades (Irwin 2001). Just and Carpenter (1980) accordingly formulated the influential eye–

mind hypothesis, which states that there should be no appreciable lag between what is fixated 

and what is being processed. In this way, eye tracking has opened a window of opportunity 

for studying language processing.  

The appropriate eye-movement measure to use is controversial when the unit of analysis is 

as small as a word (Inhoff & Radach 1998) – which is the case in the current study – because 



any single eye measure is a pale reflection of the reality of cognitive processing. A 

recommended remedy is to examine multiple measures so that inferences drawn about 

cognitive processing can be as robust as possible (Rayner 1998; Rayner, Sereno, Morris, 

Schmauder, & Clifton 1989; Schmauder 1992). In this study, a series of eye-movement 

measures is investigated for the purpose of capturing and approximating the cognitive reality 

of note-reading in CI.  

The term ‘dwell’ refers to a visit in an area of interest (AOI) from entry to exit (Holmqvist 

et al. 2011: 207). A dwell is measured by the dwell time, which, in this study, refers to the 

sum of the fixations in an AOI. It has been suggested by a number of researchers that the 

dwell time needs to be refined further in order to draw reasonable inferences about cognitive 

processing (e.g., Holmqvist et al. 2011; Inhoff & Radach 1998). To provide a fine-tuned 

account of the measure, this study distinguishes first-pass dwell time, second-pass dwell time 

and total dwell time (Holmqvist et al. 2011). 

 First-pass dwell time is calculated as the sum of the fixation durations in the first dwell in 

an AOI (Holmqvist et al. 2011: 402). Rayner (1998) reviewed reading research and concluded 

that first-pass dwell time (gaze duration) was a good index of comprehension processes that 

integrate several words. 

 A measure that can be confused with the first-pass dwell time is the first fixation duration 

– the duration of the first fixation in an AOI. It is indicative of early processes such as 

recognition and identification (Holmqvist et al. 2011: 385) and is sensitive to any processing 

difficulty experienced immediately on reading a word (Liversedge, Paterson, & Pickering 

1998).  

 Second-pass dwell time includes all subsequent dwells (excluding the first dwell) on the 

same AOI (Holmqvist et al. 2011: 402). This measure is a useful indicator of global text 

processing (Hyönä, Lorch, & Rinck 2003) and it reflects more delayed effects in sentence 

processing (Murray 2000).  

Total dwell time subsumes the fixation time in an AOI during an entire trial (Holmqvist et 

al. 2011: 404). In reading research, total dwell time was found to be sensitive to linguistic 

processes that operated after a word had been identified (Daneman, Reingold, & Davidson 

1995), reflecting late processing such as re-analysis and discourse integration (Frisson & 



Pickering 1999; Sturt 2007). In translation studies, the total dwell time is often used as an 

indicator of cognitive load. Many studies found that the total dwell time on the target text 

(TT) was longer than that on the ST, indicating that more effort was spent on TT production 

and monitoring (Carl & Kay 2011; Dragsted 2010; Jensen, Sjørup, & Balling 2009). Sjørup 

(2008) reported that the total dwell time was longer when translators encountered metaphors, 

suggesting increased cognitive processing. 

Another widely used measure is the average fixation duration: this is the sum of the 

duration of all fixations divided by the number of fixations. This measure varies across 

different tasks and stimuli and a longer duration is usually associated with deeper, more 

effortful cognitive processing (Holmqvist et al. 2011: 381). The average fixation duration is 

about 225 ms in silent reading (for comprehension) and 275 ms in oral reading (Rayner 

1998); it ranges from 205 ms (Jakobsen & Jensen 2008) to 245 ms (Dragsted 2010) during 

reading in preparation for translation, and from 235 ms (Jakobsen & Jensen 2008) to 252 ms 

in sight translation (Dragsted & Hansen 2009). 

Apart from the time-based measures, a series of count-based measures is also used in this 

study. The number of fixations refers to the fixation count inside an AOI during a trial. In 

translation research, this measure has been found to index cognitive load. Doherty, O'Brien 

and Carl (2010) provided participants with machine-translated sentences with different 

degrees of acceptability. They found that there were more fixations and longer dwell times on 

‘bad’ sentences than on ‘good’ sentences, indicating that the former were more difficult to 

process. Dragsted (2012) provided words with high versus low TT variability (i.e., number of 

alternative renditions) to participants and found that there was a larger number of fixations on 

high-variation words than on low-variation words.  

Regressions are eye movements in the direction opposite to normal reading (Booth & 

Weger 2013); they are indicative of nonlinearity in the reading process. The regression rate 

(what Rayner 1998 termed ‘frequency of regressions’) is the percentage of regressive 

fixations in the total number of fixations. In reading research, the regression rate (when 

reading in the native language) is reported to be about 10–15% (Rayner 1998); in translation 

studies, it is found to be 30–35% in sight translation (Shreve, Lacruz, & Angelone 2010). 



A similar measure is revisit, which stands in contrast to regression in that it is AOI-

dependent: a revisit is a transition to an AOI that has already been visited. In reading research, 

revisits to previously read words are found to be related to incomplete lexical processes 

(Pollatsek & Rayner 1990; Pynte 1996). 

In translation studies, skip rate concerns whether a word has been fixated at all (Schaeffer, 

Dragsted, Hvelplund, Balling, & Carl 2016). In the present study, skip rate is defined as the 

percentage of AOIs that do not receive any fixation during the entire trial. Skipping is 

influenced by word length, but highly predictable words (Gautier, O’Regan, & Le Gargasson 

2000) and more frequent words (Rayner, Sereno, & Raney 1996) are much more likely to be 

skipped even when the length of the word is controlled. In translation research, translators 

were found to predict upcoming words and skip these if they were easy to process (Schaeffer 

et al. 2016).  

Eye-movement measures are typically used in combination to gauge cognitive efforts in 

language processing. For example, if an effect was found on first fixation duration and/or 

first-pass dwell time, the difficulty was usually experienced immediately on processing that 

AOI; if an effect was observed only for total and/or second-pass dwell time, this could be 

indicating a relatively late effect on processing (Liversedge et al. 1998). Examining a series of 

measures could provide researchers with abundant information to explain the cognitive 

processes during language tasks. 

 

4. Objectives of the study and research questions 

 

This study seeks to contribute empirical data to investigate the reading patterns and cognitive 

processing in CI using eye tracking. In particular, we report here on data collected during 

Phase II, when interpreters read their notes and produce a target speech. The study attempted 

to seek answers to the following research questions: 

1. How do interpreters read back their notes? When people read, their eye movements differ 

as a function of the task (Kaakinen & Hyönä 2010). This study seeks to determine the 

ways in which note-reading resembles or deviates from other forms of reading.  



2. What is the relationship between note-taking choices made in Phase I of CI and the 

cognitive processing in Phase II? Interpreters make choices on the form and language to 

be used for note-taking, and these choices are likely to have an impact on the cognitive 

processing in note-reading and production.  

In order to find answers to these two questions, a range of eye-tracking measures has been 

used in this study. These measures are summarised in Table 1, providing a brief definition and 

the potential corresponding processes in CI.  

 
Table 1. Eye-tracking measures used in this study 

Measure Definition 
Potential corresponding 
processes in CI 

Target research 
question 

Regression 
rate 

Number of regressive fixations 
divided by the total number of 
fixations 

Nonlinearity in note-
reading 

How do 
interpreters read 
back their notes? 

First fixation 
duration 

Duration of the first fixation on an 
AOI 

Note recognition and 
identification 

What is the 
relationship 
between the note-
taking choices 
and cognitive 
processing in 
Phase II of CI? 

First-pass 
dwell time 

Sum of the fixation durations 
during the first dwell on an AOI 
from entry to exit 

Early processing such as 
lexical integration 

Second-pass 
dwell time 

Total dwell time minus first-pass 
dwell time 

Late processing such as 
re-analysis and discourse 
integration 

Total dwell 
time 

Sum of the fixation durations on 
an AOI in an entire trial 

Both early and late 
processing 

Number of 
fixations  

Fixation count inside an AOI 
during an entire trial 

Cognitive load in note-
reading 

Number of 
revisits 

Count of the transitions to an AOI 
already visited 

Incomplete note 
processing 

Average 
fixation 
duration 

Sum of the fixation durations 
divided by the number of 
fixations 

Cognitive load in note-
reading Both research 

questions 
Skip rate 

Number of AOIs skipped divided 
by the total number of AOIs 

Prediction in note-reading 

 

5. Method 

 

5.1 Participants, apparatus and interpreting tasks 

 



An advertisement for participation in the study was sent out via the researchers’ professional 

network to recruit qualified participants, whose details are reported in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Details of participants 

Language combination Chinese (L1) and English (L2) 

Number 26 (5 males and 21 females)  

18 yielded both successful pen and eye data (31% data loss) 

Age 36.4 (SE = 2.36) 

Experience NAATI accreditation (Professional level) 

7.4 years’ working experience (SE = 1.43) 

An average of 167 (SE = 58.1) CI services in the past 12 months 

 

The participants used a digital pen and a tablet for note-taking2 and their eye movements 

were recorded using a head-mounted eye tracker (a pair of eye-tracking glasses). The 

interpreters were asked whether they felt comfortable with the digital pen and tablet3 and the 

eye tracker.4 If a high level of discomfort was indicated with the pen and tablet (measured as 

a rating below 50% on the comfort scale) or if a participant reported being negatively affected 

by the eye tracker, they were excluded from the final data analysis. Eye-tracking data quality 

also led to some further data loss (e.g., the eye tracker did not work well with participants 

who wore bi-focal glasses), which is not uncommon in eye tracking studies. In the end, 18 

participants yielded both successful pen and eye data, meaning that roughly 31% of the 

participants were excluded. Data loss in eye tracking research varies significantly, ranging 

from 20% to 60% of participants or trials (Holmqvist et al. 2011). Considering that the data 

loss in this study was a result of the combination of two methods (pen recording and eye 

tracking), it is within an acceptable range. 

 
2 The pen-recording data have been reported by Chen (2020). 
3 The question was: ‘On a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), do you agree that 

the digital tablet and pen are sufficiently similar to real pen and paper, and therefore did NOT 
affect your note-taking behaviour?’ 

4 The question was: ‘Is the eye-tracker (the glasses) comfortable? Do you think wearing the eye-
tracker has affected the main task of interpreting?’ 



The eye tracker used in the study was the SMI ETG. It is a lightweight (47 g), head-

mounted eye tracker that uses dark pupil tracking. It has a tracking accuracy of 0.5° over all 

distances and a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The eye-tracker has a built-in high-definition camera 

for scene recording. The participants sat in front of a 13-inch LCD tablet with a resolution of 

1366 × 768 pixels. The tablet was the Wacom Cintiq 13HD, equipped with a Wacom Pro Pen, 

which the participants used for note-taking. The Eye and Pen software5 was used for 

collecting and analysing the pen data. The experiment took place in a sound-proof studio with 

constant artificial illumination. The SMI software iView ETG and BeGaze were used with 

default settings for eye-data recording and analysis respectively. 

Two source speeches (one in Chinese and one in English) on general topics were created 

and controlled for variances, including word count, proposition count, idea density, and 

duration. Detailed descriptions of how the speeches were created can be found in earlier 

studies (e.g., Chen 2017b). 

 

5.4 Experimental procedure 

 

The experimental procedure is outlined in Table 3. The order of the two interpreting tasks was 

randomised. A calibration procedure was carried out for each participant at the beginning of 

each trial. It was followed by a validation procedure and recalibration was performed when 

needed. The calibration was checked again at the end of each trial. 

 
Table 3. The experimental procedure 
Session Steps 

I Practice 

• Eye-tracker setup, calibration and trial 
• Start the Eye and Pen software 
• Participant practises note-taking with the digital pen and tablet, 

using the practice material until they feel comfortable 

II Task 1 

• Calibration, validation (recalibration if needed) and start of a trial 
• Start the Eye and Pen software 
• Perform Task 1 (could be either E–C or C–E, randomised) 
• Recheck the calibration 
• Rest 

 
5 Further introduction to the software can be found at <http://www.eyeandpen.net/?lng=en>. 

http://www.eyeandpen.net/?lng=en


Task 2 • Same procedures as for Task 1 

III Retrospection  • Cued retrospection for Task 1 and Task 2 

IV Questionnaire • Complete a post-experiment questionnaire 

 

5.5 Data and analysis 

5.5.1 Semantic gaze mapping and AOI drawing 

Semantic gaze mapping was used to map the eye data from scene videos to corresponding 

reference images. Each page of notes taken by each interpreter was saved as a picture file 

automatically by the Eye and Pen software. These pictures were imported into BeGaze to be 

used as reference images. The fixation data on the videos could then be mapped onto the 

static images, facilitating further analysis.  

Figure 1 shows two screen shots during the mapping. On the right is the scene video of a 

participant reading a page of notes, with the current gaze position shown as a circle. On the 

left is a corresponding reference image (a picture file of the note page being read). The 

analyser can click on the associated position in the reference image (on the left) to map the 

fixation from the video (on the right) to the static picture. Clicking and holding the mouse 

button magnifies the underlying part of the stimulus for improved positioning (the bottom half 

of Figure 1).  



 
Figure 1. An example of semantic gaze mapping 

 
After all the relevant fixations were mapped to the reference images, further analysis was 

done using the static pictures as opposed to the moving video scenes, which increased the 

efficiency of the analysis. AOIs were drawn on the reference images and an AOI was drawn 

for each note unit. Figure 2 shows an example of how AOIs were drawn on a note page. There 

were 14 note units on this page and so 14 AOIs were created. The AOIs were numbered 

according to the sequence of note-taking. For example, the first AOI/note unit on this page 

was a star (a symbol), and this was the 121st note unit written down by the participant in the 

interpreting task (this was not the first page of notes, so the numbering did not start with 1). 



 
Figure 2. An example of drawing the AOIs 

 
Since the choice of form (language vs symbol; abbreviation vs full word) and the choice of 

language (source vs target language; native vs non-native language) are two of the most 

important variables investigated in studies on consecutive note-taking, this study compares 

the ways in which interpreters read notes in different forms and languages. Each AOI/note 

was labelled post hoc according to its form and language, following the rules specified in 

(Dam 2004a, 2004b):  

• it was first determined whether it was a symbol note or a language note; and,  

• if language, whether it was an abbreviation or a full word; and  

• whether it was Chinese or English6 (see Figure 3).  

 

The labelling of the notes was informed by the cued retrospection (audio-recorded), during 

which the participants were asked to provide as much information as they could remember 

about the note-taking process, as well as the form and language of each note unit. This was 

important because the interpreters’ notes were highly individualised and could be difficult for 

others to decipher.  

 
6 No third language was found in the notes. 



Each note unit could have multiple labels. For example, a note unit ‘Oz’ (standing for 

‘Australia’) could be labelled simultaneously as ‘language’, ‘abbreviation’ and ‘English’. 

During analysis, AOIs with the same label are treated as one single (distributed) AOI. For 

example, all the notes labelled ‘Chinese’ were treated as one distributed AOI called ‘Chinese’, 

and all those labelled ‘English’ were treated as one distributed AOI called ‘English’. In 

subsequent data analysis, the comparisons between Chinese and English notes were made 

using the aggregated data from the distributed AOIs ‘Chinese’ and ‘English’. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Labelling the AOIs 
  

5.5.2 Statistical analysis 

Since the number of notes is not equal between different note-taking choices (e.g., an 

interpreter might take more English notes than Chinese notes, and vice versa), the data of 

different categories of note were standardised to enable paired samples to be compared. For 

example, if the number of Chinese notes written by a participant is n, then the standardised 

total dwell time (T) on an average Chinese note taken by that participant is calculated by 

adding up the dwell times on all the Chinese notes and dividing this by the number of Chinese 

notes: 

𝑇𝑇 =
1
𝑛𝑛

× �𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

The same could be calculated for English notes, and paired-sample t-tests could be conducted 

to compare the note-taking choices in different languages. In the same vein, note-taking 



choices of different forms (language vs symbol; abbreviation vs full word) could be 

compared.  

All the statistical analyses were performed by running IBM SPSS Statistics 22. Two-tailed 

p values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Cohen’s d (the 

difference between the means divided by the pooled standard deviation) was used to indicate 

the effect sizes, which were classified as small (d = 0.2), medium (d = 0.5), and large 

(d = 0.8).  

Normality was checked for all data using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Of the 96 sets of data 

involved in t-tests (8 eye-movement measures × 2 interpreting directions × 6 note-taking 

choices), only three were not normally distributed, all of them found in the C–E direction: the 

total dwell time of Chinese notes (SW = 0.87, df = 18, p = 0.015, skewness = 1.09, 

kurtosis = 0.24), the second-pass dwell time of Chinese notes (SW = 0.87, df = 18, p = 0.017, 

skewness = 1.41, kurtosis = 1.82), and the first-pass dwell time of full word notes (SW = 0.79, 

df = 18, p = 0.001, skewness = 2.14, kurtosis = 6.60). For comparisons involving these three 

sets of data, additional non-parametric tests (the related-samples Wilcoxon signed-rank test) 

were run and the results (non-significant) did not change. Considering that parametric 

statistics are robust to violations of the normality assumption (Tabachnick & Fidell 2007), and 

for the sake of consistency in data reporting and interpretation, only the t-test results are 

presented in this study. 

 

6. Results 

 

6.1 How interpreters read back their notes 

 

A visual check of the scanpath video revealed that note-reading progressed in a nonlinear 

manner. A sample AOI sequence chart is presented in Figure 4. The x-axis is the passage of 

time and the y-axis presents the AOI/notes being fixated (the little bars are fixations and 

different note units are represented by different colours). This shows how one participant read 

one page of notes (see Figure 5) in the C–E task. 



Had the note-reading been linear, the participant would have read the notes one by one in 

a sequential manner as time passed. However, the data showed that the notes were read in 

groups. The participant read group 1 (AOI/notes 17–20) between time 0 and 8,750 ms, 

skipped AOI/note 21 (which was a symbol), moved to group 2 (AOI/notes 22–26) and read 

them between time 8,750 ms and 21,250 ms, skipped AOI/note 27 (again, a symbol) and then 

read group 3 (AOI/notes 28–33) for the remaining time (see Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4. A sample AOI sequence chart 

 



 
 

Figure 5. A sample note page 

 

These note groups seemed to be signalled visually by means of the diagonal layout of note-

taking, each representing a potentially meaning-related chunk. This could be made evident by 

a conjoint analysis of the notes, the corresponding ST units and the corresponding ST and TT 

sentences (see Table 4). Whereas the individual notes stayed close to the microstructure of the 

ST, the note groups (signalled by the layout) seemed to reflect the macrostructure that was 

then relevant to the sequence of processing. The note groups did not coincide perfectly with 

the ST/TT sentences, revealing that the interpreter had not only read the notes corresponding 

to the current TT sentence being produced but they had also read ahead in preparation for the 

next TT sentence in order to facilitate target speech production. The interpreter did this 

successfully (assisted by memory, which potentially stored a higher level of macrostructure or 

superstructure) as we could see that the TT sentences corresponded well to the ST sentences. 

  
Table 4. A sample of AOI/notes and their corresponding ST and TT sentences 

 



G No. Note 
Corresp. 
ST unit 

ST unit 
English 

gloss 

Corresp. ST 
sentence 

ST sentence 
English gloss 

TT sentence 

1 

17 ① 第一 first ST1: 
今天我将针

对在澳洲买

房谈一谈我

的几点建议

。 

ST1: Today I'm 
going to talk 
about some 
suggestions that I 
have for buying a 
property in 
Australia. 

TT1: So a few 
things to pay 
attention to if 
you want to 
purchase 
properties in 
Australia. 

18 Au 澳洲 Australia 

19 law 法律 law 
ST2: 
第一点建议

，在买房前

先要解决好

法律上的问

题。 

ST2: The first 
advice is to cover 
the legal issues 
before purchasing 
your property. 

TT2: First is 
the law issues. 

20 issue 问题 issue 

 21 × 不是 not ST3: 
如果不是澳

洲国籍，或

者永久居民

，你很可能

要从澳洲的

外国投资审

查委员会获

得批准才能

购房。 

ST3: If you are 
not an Australian 
citizen or 
permanent 
resident, it’s very 
likely that you’ll 
need to apply for 
permission from 
FIRB before you 
can purchase a 
property. 

TT3: If you 
are not a 
permanent 
resident or 
citizen of the 
country, then 
you would 
need FIRB 
approval. 

2 

22 PR 永久居民 
permanent 

resident 

23 citizen 澳洲国籍 
Australian 

citizen 

24 FIRB 
外国投资 
审查委员会 FIRB 

25 if 如果 if 

ST4: 
如果不想申

请批准，不

妨试试购买

新建的房产

。 

ST4: If you don't 
want to apply for 
permission, you 
can try and buy a 
new build 
property. 

TT4: If you 
prefer not to 
go through the 
approval 
process, then 
what you 
probably have 
to do is to 
purchase off-
plan 
properties. 

26 × 不 not 

 27 ↓ 申请批准 
apply for 

permission 

3 

28 new 新 new 

29 property 房产 property 

30 快 快 quick ST5: 
买新房不太

需要经过审

查，但下手

要快，因为

ST5: You are less 
likely to need 
permission to 
purchase new 
built properties, 
but you will need 

TT5: The issue 
with that 
option is that 
you’ll have to 
be quick, cos 
the off-plan 

31 off plan 新房 
new 

properties 

32 
in 

demand 
抢手 in demand 



33 ∵ 因为 because 
新房非常抢

手。 
to get in quick 
because they are 
in great demand. 

properties is 
very much in 
demand. 

Notes: 
1. The number of the note units correspond to the note units in the AOI sequence chart. 
2. G = group; Corresp. = corresponding; FIRB = Foreign Investment Review Board 

 

Descriptive statistics of the eye-movement measures during note-reading are reported in Table 

5. The average fixation duration was around 277 ms; the regression rate was about 23% and 

the skip rate was about 12%, averaged across the two tasks. All the note units were included 

in the analysis regardless of their form and language. 

 
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of note-reading 
 

 E–C C–E Average 
Measure M SD M SD M SD 

Average fixation duration (ms) 271.48 70.99 281.77 76.34 276.63 72.93 
Regression rate (%) 23.18 2.91 21.86 3.00 22.52 2.73 
Skip rate (%) 11.81 6.03 11.40 5.52 11.61 5.46 

 

6.2 The relationship between note-taking choices and cognitive processing in Phase II of CI 

6.2.1 Between language and symbol 

The participants preferred language notes to symbol notes in both directions of interpreting. In 

the E–C direction, they used 75.41% of language notes (SD = 7.49%), significantly more than 

the 19.52% of symbol notes (SD = 7.49%, t(17) = 15.63, p <0.001, d = 3.68). In the C–E 

direction, they used 68.67% of language notes (SD = 8.56%), also significantly more than the 

22.41% of symbol notes (SD = 8.91%, t(17) = 11.29, p <0.001, d = 2.66). 

Significant differences were found between language and symbol notes in all the eye-

movement measures and in both directions of interpreting (see Table 6). The total, first-pass, 

and second-pass dwell times, the first fixation duration, and the average fixation duration of 

language notes were significantly longer than those of symbol notes. The number of fixations 

and revisits of language notes was significantly higher than those of the symbol notes, 

whereas the skip rate of the language notes was significantly lower than that of the symbol 



notes. Further, Cohen’s d effect-size values suggested the large magnitude of these 

differences, much larger than the differences found between abbreviation notes and full word 

notes (see Section 6.2.2) and between Chinese and English notes (see Section 6.2.3). 

 
Table 6. A comparison of eye data between language and symbol notes 
 
  Language Symbol    
Task Measure M SD M SD T df d 

E–C 

First fixation duration 260.03 61.13 141.44 53.81 13.00*** 17 3.07 
First-pass dwell time 369.82 86.68 165.39 71.63 15.80*** 17 3.72 
Second-pass dwell time 1261.76 576.24 288.38 163.76 8.67*** 17 2.04 
Total dwell time 1631.57 626.20 453.77 212.86 9.83*** 17 2.32 
Avg fixation duration 266.76 73.89 151.12 61.09 9.99*** 17 2.35 
Number of fixations 5.98 1.97 1.73 0.74 10.58*** 17 2.49 
Number of revisits 2.72 1.06 0.79 0.46 10.89*** 17 2.57 
Skip rate 0.05 0.05 0.41 0.13 –12.93*** 17 3.05 

C–E 

First fixation duration 276.65 78.96 153.56 68.08 10.80*** 17 2.55 
First-pass dwell time 418.49 132.10 190.46 81.63 8.28*** 17 1.95 
Second-pass dwell time 1265.83 530.43 280.11 165.94 8.88*** 17 2.09 
Total dwell time 1684.32 591.79 470.57 226.51 9.76*** 17 2.30 
Avg fixation duration 282.51 82.48 158.59 63.27 10.01*** 17 2.36 
Number of fixations 6.06 1.75 1.87 0.89 11.73*** 17 2.77 
Number of revisits 2.60 0.86 0.87 0.54 12.45*** 17 2.93 
Skip rate 0.04 0.03 0.37 0.18 –8.11*** 17 1.91 

Notes: 
1. *** p <0.001 
2. All time measures were calculated in milliseconds. 
3. Avg = average 

 

Considering that there might be a consistent difference in the size of AOI between language 

notes and symbol notes, and that this might have caused the differences observed in some of 

the measures (those sensitive to the AOI size, including first- and second-pass dwell time, 

total dwell time, number of fixations, number of revisits, and skip rate), this study took a 

further step to control for AOI size (through dividing the data by the AOI size). It turned out 

that the differences were still significant, except for the first-pass dwell time, which was close 

to significant in the E–C direction (p = 0.056), but not significant in the C–E direction 



(p = 0.296). That is to say, language notes received more processing effort than symbol notes, 

even when the size of AOI was controlled. 

6.2.2 Between abbreviation and full word 

The participants did not show a clear preference for abbreviation or full word in either 

direction of interpreting. In the E–C direction, they used 40.07% abbreviation notes 

(SD = 10.40%), slightly more than the 35.34% of full word notes (SD = 12.74%), but this 

difference was not statistically significant (t(17) = 0.91, p = 0.375). In the C–E direction, they 

used 37.42% abbreviation notes (SD = 7.76%), slightly more than the 31.25% of full word 

notes (SD = 11.49%), but this did not approach statistical significance either (t(17) = 1.48, 

p = 0.156). 

The eye-movement data of abbreviation and full-word notes are summarised in Table 7. In 

both directions, significant differences were found in the total and second-pass dwell times 

between abbreviations and full words, and also in the number of fixations and revisits (the 

number of revisits in the C–E direction was only approaching significance, p = 0.051). Full 

words had longer dwell times, more fixations and more revisits than abbreviations. The skip 

rate of abbreviations was significantly higher than that of full words in the E–C direction, but 

not in the C–E direction. Cohen’s d-values suggested that most of the effect sizes were large. 

In neither direction were the first-pass dwell time, first fixation duration, or average fixation 

duration significantly different between the two forms. 

 
Table 7. A comparison of eye data between abbreviation and full word notes 
 

  Abbreviation Full word    
Task Measure M SD M SD T df d 

E–C 

First fixation duration 264.37 65.26 256.57 63.49 1.04      17  
First-pass dwell time 370.70 99.24 378.77 85.07 –0.55         17  
Second-pass dwell time 1106.25 536.17 1401.71 632.42 −3.19**   17 0.75 
Total dwell time 1476.96 578.05 1780.48 678.39 −3.51**   17 0.83 
Avg fixation duration 268.87 76.30 263.96 70.94 1.17         17  
Number of fixations 5.37 1.98 6.62 2.02 −4.54*** 17 1.07 
Number of revisits 2.52 1.11 2.94 1.02 −3.55**   17 0.84 
Skip rate 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 3.66**   17 0.86 

C–E First fixation duration 278.46 84.33 271.96 73.56 0.57       17  



First-pass dwell time 409.75 120.55 434.10 191.17 −0.62       17  
Second-pass dwell time 1149.45 393.43 1374.86 635.71 −2.88**   17 0.68 
Total dwell time 1559.19 436.88 1808.96 731.32 −2.76*       17 0.65 
Avg fixation duration 284.40 87.56 277.59 75.26 0.70       17  
Number of fixations 5.60 1.38 6.58 2.21 −3.37**   17 0.80 
Number of revisits4 2.48 0.69 2.73 1.07 −2.10       17  
Skip rate 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 1.26       17  

 Notes: 
1. * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001 
2. All time measures were calculated in milliseconds. 
3. Std = standardised; avg = average 
4. The number of revisits in the C–E direction was close to significant (p = 0.051, d = 0.49). 

  

Considering that there might be a consistent difference between the length of abbreviation and 

full word notes, and that this difference might have caused the differences observed in some 

of the measures, this study took a further step to control for length. The notes were grouped 

first according to the language and then according to the number of characters they contain. 

Then, comparisons were made between abbreviations and full words in the same language 

within each group (with the same length), and the differences were no longer significant. That 

is to say, full words were not looked at more than abbreviations when the length was 

controlled. 

6.2.3 Between Chinese and English 

The participants used more English than Chinese notes in both directions of interpreting, but 

this difference was significant only when they were interpreting from English to Chinese.7 In 

the E–C direction, they used 15.70 % Chinese notes (SD = 13.02%), significantly less than the 

59.72% of English notes (SD = 13.34%, t(17) = −7.39, p <0.001, d =1.74). In the C–E 

direction, they used 29.53% Chinese notes (SD = 16.08%), less than the 39.14% of English 

notes (SD = 14.97%), but this difference did not approach statistical significance 

(t(17) = −1.37, p = 0.190). 

 
7 However, in an earlier study (Chen 2020) which reported the note-taking data from this same 

group of participants (n = 22), with four additional participants who were not excluded from the 
analysis due to eye-tracking data loss, this difference was significant in both interpreting 
directions. 



Data on the choice between Chinese and English notes are summarised in Table 8. When 

the direction of interpreting was E–C, the total and second-pass dwell time of Chinese notes 

were significantly shorter than those of English notes; the average fixation duration of 

Chinese notes was shorter than those of English notes (approaching significance, p = 0.058); 

the number of fixations and revisits on the Chinese notes were significantly lower than those 

on the English notes; and the Chinese notes had a significantly higher skip rate. Cohen’s d-

values suggested that most of the effect sizes were large. Notes in the two languages did not 

differ significantly in the first-pass dwell time or the first fixation duration. When the 

direction of interpreting was C–E, however, no significant difference was detected on any of 

the measures between the two languages. 

 

Table 8. A comparison of eye data between Chinese and English notes 

 
  Chinese English    

Task Measure M SD M SD T df d 

E–C 

First fixation duration 250.96 81.27 261.02 63.69 −0.81       15  
First-pass dwell time 354.56 152.25 381.96 90.41 −0.92       15  
Second-pass dwell time 983.18 543.39 1284.23 492.54 −7.00*** 15 1.75 
Total dwell time 1337.74 631.96 1666.19 563.95 −6.20*** 15 1.55 
Avg fixation duration5 255.61 84.02 271.28 77.08 −2.06       17 0.51 
Number of fixations 4.86 2.22 6.10 1.70 −4.70*** 15 1.17 
Number of revisits 2.24 0.95 2.70 0.75 −3.54**   15 0.89 
Skip rate 0.10 0.13 0.04 0.05 2.33*   15 0.58 

C–E 

First fixation duration 277.38 93.57 271.41 82.71 0.46    17  
First-pass dwell time 414.65 151.36 405.75 141.55 0.39    17  
Second-pass dwell time 1256.62 588.73 1246.50 519.32 0.20    17  
Total dwell time 1671.27 606.34 1652.24 597.69 0.32    17  
Avg fixation duration 294.04 93.70 276.63 87.04 1.79    17  
Number of fixations 5.79 1.59 6.07 1.80 −1.11      17  
Number of revisits 2.52 0.82 2.55 0.84 −0.23      17  
Skip rate 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.58    17  



Notes:  
1. * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001  
2. All time measures were calculated in milliseconds. 
3. The degree of freedom (df) in the E–C direction was 15 because two interpreters took notes in 
English only. 
4. Std = standardised; avg = average 
5. The average fixation duration in the E–C direction was close to significant (p = 0.058, d = 0.51). 

 
7. Discussion 

 

7.1 Cognitive processing during note-reading 

 

Taken together, the findings of this study indicate that note-reading is a unique cognitive 

process. Note-reading appears to proceed in a nonlinear manner. Instead of reading the notes 

one by one, this study found that the interpreters moved from one group of notes to another, 

reading not only the notes corresponding to the current TT sentence being produced, but also 

some notes corresponding to the next TT sentence. Such evidence supports the reading-ahead 

recommended in the prescriptive literature (Gillies 2005: 73; Jones 2002: 64) to facilitate 

production. During note-reading, the note groups appeared to be signalled by a diagonal 

layout, which was also suggested in the prescriptive literature to make notes easier to read 

(Gillies 2005: 44; Jones 2002: 44).  

This study also found that the individual notes stayed close to the microstructure of the 

ST, supporting the view that note-taking operates at the micropropositional level relatively 

closely along ST lines (Albl-Mikasa 2008, 2017). However, the data also seem to show that 

the note groups (signalled by the layout) reflected the macrostructure of the ST and the TT. 

This observation is possibly supported further by a higher level of macrostructure or 

superstructure stored in memory. The three elements (the individual notes, the grouping and 

the memory) worked together to facilitate cognitive processing in the production phase. 

Quantitative data show that note-reading both resembles and differs from other types of 

reading in several ways. The average fixation duration was found to be 277 ms in note-

reading. Compared to the 225 ms found in silent reading and the 275 ms in oral reading 



(Rayner 1998), it seems that similarities exist between oral reading and reading of notes, both 

of which require simultaneous verbal output and self-monitoring. 

The regression rate in note-reading is found to be 23% in this study, which contrasts with 

the 10–15% reported in reading for comprehension (Rayner 1998) and the 30–35% in sight 

translation (Shreve et al. 2010). It would seem that note-reading is a less linear process than 

reading for comprehension but more linear than that for sight translation. 

In this study, the skip rate in note-reading is found to be 12% across all note forms. 

Compared to the average skip rate of about one-third in reading (Rayner, Slattery, & Drieghe 

2011), the skip rate in note-reading is much lower. This makes sense in view of the 

fragmentary and elliptical features of the notation text. 

 

7.2 Note-taking choices and cognitive load during Phase II of CI 

 

Language notes seem to be much more cognitively demanding to process during note-reading 

than symbol notes. Notes in these two forms differ not only in early cognitive processing such 

as recognising and identifying a note unit and its meaning (as indicated by first fixation 

duration and first-pass dwell time), but also in late operations (as indicated by second-pass 

dwell time and total dwell time). These late operations could potentially be linking the note 

unit to the context and producing a target speech around it; but this requires further analysis 

beyond the scope of this article. Eye-tracking measures also suggest that reading language 

notes and reading symbol notes differ in several ways.  

Regarding the choice between abbreviation and full word notes, significant differences 

were observed in second-pass and total dwell time, but not in first fixation duration or first-

pass dwell time. The two note forms differed in the number of fixations and revisits, but were 

similar in the average fixation durations. That is to say, full-word notes are not more difficult 

to recognise or comprehend than abbreviations, but they receive more fixations and revisits, 

which lead to longer second-pass and total dwell times. A further step was taken to examine 

the difference between the two forms while controlling for length. When abbreviations and 

full words with the same length were compared, the differences were no longer significant: 

full words attract more visual attention mainly because they are longer than abbreviations. 



The observed differences between Chinese and English notes were significant only in the 

E–C direction. Notes in the two languages had similar first fixation durations and first-pass 

dwell times, which indicates that the levels of cognitive load associated with early processes 

such as recognition and identification are similar. However, Chinese notes had shorter 

average fixation durations and second-pass and total dwell times; and they received fewer 

fixations and revisits, which indicated that Chinese notes might be less cognitively demanding 

in overall processing, especially in later cognitive processes such as re-analysis and discourse 

integration.  

There are some possible contributing factors. First, Chinese is the native language of the 

interpreters, therefore reading Chinese notes (native language processing) is likely to be less 

demanding than reading English notes (non-native language processing). Second, note-

reading and speech production in the same language (within-language processing) are likely 

to be less cognitively demanding than reading in one language and speaking in another 

(between-language processing). Therefore, when interpreting from English to Chinese, note-

reading in Chinese is both native-language processing and within-language processing, 

leading to a significantly lower level of cognitive load associated with Chinese notes. 

However, when the direction of interpreting is reversed, the cognitive benefit of Chinese 

notes might be diminished by the extra cost brought by between-language processing (from 

Chinese notes to English speech). Other factors could also come into play in this dynamic 

process, such as the morphological features and levels of semantic cueing of different 

languages, leaving future studies with interesting topics to investigate further. 

 

8. Conclusion 

 

This study pioneers an approach to finding evidence of the cognitive processes in CI. It 

contributes empirical data to elucidate the unique task of note-reading and to examine the 

relationship between the note-taking choices made in Phase I and cognitive processing in 

Phase II. It makes a methodological contribution to the study of CI using eye-tracking, which 

appears to be a useful and powerful method for visualising and quantifying the process of 

note-reading. The note-reading process was found to be nonlinear, cued by the diagonal 



layout of the notes and featured by reading ahead. It was also found that the note-taking 

choices made during Phase I of CI affect the cognitive processing in note-reading during 

Phase II. 

This study is admittedly limited in several ways. First, the head-mounted eye tracker 

available to this study was the SMI ETG, which has a relatively low sampling rate of 60 Hz. 

If other types of head-mounted eye trackers with higher sampling rates had been available, 

higher-quality data could have been collected and further eye-movement measures (especially 

velocity-based measures) could have been explored. Second, the inferences in the study have 

been made from data based on a small group of 18 professional interpreters. Given the 

common issue of data attrition in eye-tracking research (see Section 5.1), the study could have 

benefitted from a larger sample size, although the current sample size is still acceptable, given 

the relatively small population of professional interpreters and the arduous nature of data 

collection in this type of experiment. Third, the comparisons between note-reading and other 

types of reading have been made even though the stimuli used were possibly very different. 

The study has been careful not to over-interpret the data because various factors (e.g., the 

difficulty of the stimulus materials) might have contributed to the differences observed in the 

data. Fourth, it remains to be determined whether the findings of this study can be generalised 

to other language pairs (only the Chinese/English language pair was involved) or other types 

of interpreter (with varied levels of expertise).  

Cognitive and process-oriented investigation into interpreting is an attractive field as it 

could reveal important information about the human mind in bilingual processing. There is 

much that remains unknown, opening the door for many future studies. The findings of this 

study will not only benefit interpreting research, but also contribute to our understanding of 

language processing and articulate further links between disciplines. 
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